Fundamentally Distributed Information Processing
Integrates the Motor Network into the Mental
Workspace during Mental Rotation

Abstract
■ The manipulation of mental representations in the human

brain appears to share similarities with the physical manipulation of real-world objects. In particular, some neuroimaging
studies have found increased activity in motor regions during
mental rotation, suggesting that mental and physical operations
may involve overlapping neural populations. Does the motor
network contribute information processing to mental rotation?
If so, does it play a similar computational role in both mental
and manual rotation, and how does it communicate with the
wider network of areas involved in the mental workspace? Here
we used multivariate methods and fMRI to study 24 participants

INTRODUCTION
In a seminal experiment on the mental manipulation of
visual imagery, Shepard and Metzler (1971) asked participants to mentally rotate visually presented 3-D objects to
determine whether they matched other similar objects.
Participants’ RTs correlated tightly with the angle of rotation that would be necessary to align the two objects,
suggesting that they had mentally rotated endogenous
mental models of the objects in an analog fashion as if
manually rotating a physical object through space. Subsequent behavioral research has explored other operations
such as mental paper folding (Shepard & Feng, 1972),
the generation and analysis of mental analog clocks
(Paivio, 1978), and mental simulations of mechanical
systems (Hegarty, 2004), a primary result being that volitional mental operations appear in many respects to resemble their corresponding physical operations. Other
work has documented similar processes in domains such
as mental time travel (Addis, Wong, & Schacter, 2007),
creative synthesis of mental imagery (Finke & Slayton,
1988), and visuospatial reasoning (Blazhenkova &
Kozhevnikov, 2010). Thus, the human brain appears to
support a mental space analogous to the physical world
in which mental models can be constructed, manipulated,
and tested in a flexible and potentially analog manner.
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as they mentally rotated 3-D objects or manually rotated their
hands in one of four directions. We find that information processing related to mental rotations is distributed widely among
many cortical and subcortical regions, that the motor network
becomes tightly integrated into a wider mental workspace network during mental rotation, and that motor network activity
during mental rotation only partially resembles that involved
in manual rotation. Additionally, these findings provide evidence that the mental workspace is organized as a distributed
core network that dynamically recruits specialized subnetworks
for specific tasks as needed. ■

Such abilities have been studied using several overlapping psychological constructs including working memory
(Baddeley, 2003), mental imagery (Tong, 2013; Kosslyn,
Behrmann, & Jeannerod, 1995), visuospatial ability (Uttal
et al., 2013), mental models ( Johnson-Laird, 2010;
Hegarty, 2004), analogical reasoning (Bassok, Dunbar,
& Holyoak, 2012), and the mental workspace (Logie,
2003). Generally, these terms denote the ability to work
volitionally and flexibly with mental representations.
Indeed, recent empirical work suggests that at least some
of these constructs may actually refer to the same underlying neural mechanisms (Tong, 2013). Following Logie
(2003), we will refer to the mental space in which these
flexible cognitive processes occur as the mental workspace.
According to this view, abilities such as working memory
and mental rotation are both mental workspace processes,
in that both rely on the flexible, volitional maintenance
and manipulation of mental representations.
What is the neural basis of this mental workspace that
appears to be so central to the human capacity for imagination? Traditional neural models of working memory
and related processes posit an anatomically modular organization in which physically segregated regions implement component functions such as a “central executive”
or a “visuospatial sketchpad” (Lee, Kravitz, & Baker, 2013;
Postle, 2006; Baddeley, 2003; Haxby et al., 2001; Ishai,
Ungerleider, & Haxby, 2000) in a manner analogous to
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Lindner, & Linden, 2007; Michelon, Vettel, & Zacks,
2006; Vingerhoets et al., 2002; Kosslyn et al., 1998; Cohen
et al., 1996). In addition, Kosslyn and colleagues (2001)
found evidence that participants can be trained to simulate the mental rotation of objects as if they were rotated
manually by hand. These findings support the idea that
the mental workspace permits mental operations on endogenously constructed models as if they existed physically. However, these neuroimaging studies have given
inconsistent accounts of the motor regions involved in
mental rotation. Moreover, the univariate analyses used
in previous studies reveal increases in cortical activation
but are insensitive to the informational content of that
activity and are thus difficult to interpret. For instance,
processes such as attentional recruitment or motor preparation may occur during mental rotation while not being
directly related to the mental rotations themselves. Moreover, recent work has shown that analyses based on univariate BOLD signal differences may miss information
processing that does not entail overall changes in metabolic activity (Kohler et al., 2013). This is relevant to the
present question, because past studies that did not find
recruitment in particular motor regions during mental
rotation may have used methods that were insensitive
to information processing that existed in these regions
but that did not lead to overall changes in BOLD signal
response. Given the ambiguity and diversity of past findings, it is still unclear precisely what role motor processing may play, if any, in mental rotation.
In light of the above findings and an emerging view of
the mental workspace as both highly flexible and fundamentally distributed, we hypothesized that the network
underlying the core functionality of the mental workspace would recruit the motor network into a larger, dynamically constructed network to carry out mental
rotation. Here, we define the motor network as the set
of brain regions that are responsible for the planning,
production, and monitoring of movements. To test the
hypothesis that the role of the motor network in mental
rotation is to simulate the execution of physical rotations

Figure 1. The eight figures
used for mental rotation.
Figures were shown during the
prompt phase of the trial either
as depicted above or flipped
across the y axis, and unrotated,
rotated 180° around the x axis,
or rotated 180° around the
z axis.
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the functional specialization and anatomical segregation
found in other bodily organs. In mental rotation paradigms specifically, previous studies have argued for the
existence of anatomically distinct modules specialized
for either representation or rotation of mental imagery
(Ecker, Brammer, David, & Williams, 2006; Jordan,
Heinze, Lutz, Kanowski, & Jäncke, 2001; Richter, Ugurbil,
Georgopoulos, & Kim, 1997), for different types of mental rotation ( Vingerhoets, de Lange, Vandemaele,
Deblaere, & Achten, 2002; Kosslyn, Thompson, Wraga,
& Alpert, 2001; Kosslyn, DiGirolamo, Thompson, &
Alpert, 1998), and for specifically mental as opposed
to perceptual processes ( Just, Carpenter, Maguire,
Diwadkar, & McMains, 2001; Barnes et al., 2000). However, recently developed information- and networkbased neuroscientific methods suggest instead that the
mental workspace and its component processes may be
implemented in a fundamentally distributed manner
across the cortex and some subcortical regions (Schlegel,
Alexander, & Tse, 2016; Sporns, 2014; Schlegel et al.,
2013; Turk-Browne, 2013; Bassett et al., 2010; van den
Heuvel, Stam, Kahn, & Hulshoff Pol, 2009; Tononi,
2008; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986) as opposed to within anatomically distinct modules. In particular, a recent
study showed that information about both visual mental
imagery and mental manipulations of that imagery is distributed among several regions across the cortex and that
this information is shared in a common format via complex, hierarchical patterns of information flow (Schlegel
et al., 2016). If, as these studies suggest, information is
fundamentally distributed across the cortex during such
high-level mental activity, then how and where does this
information originate? Cognitive work such as that of
Shepard and Metzler suggests the possibility that, to direct actions within the mental workspace, the brain may
recruit existing neural circuitry that evolved for interactions with the physical world.
In fact, several neuroimaging studies have reported
activation in various motor areas during mental rotation tasks (Langner et al., 2013; Zacks, 2008; Sack,

Figure 2. Experimental design. (A) The four 90° mental rotations used
in the experiment. Left (“L”) and right (“R”) rotations occurred along
the z axis, whereas forward (“F”) and backward (“B”) rotations occurred
along the x axis. B. The four rotation directions are related in a two-level
hierarchy, such that trials involving a given rotation are most similar
to other trials involving the same rotation, moderately similar to trials
involving opposite rotations along the same axis, and least similar to
trials involving rotations along a different axis. This similarity structure
is encoded in the model similarity matrix presented. (C) A schematic
of the trial design. In Screen 1, the stimulus figure and mental rotation
for the current trial were presented. In Screen 2, only a fixation dot
was shown. During the first 8 sec of the trial, participants performed
the indicated mental rotation and a concurrent fixation task to ensure
that they did not move their hands in accordance with the mental
rotation. In Screen 3, a test figure appeared, and participants indicated
whether this figure matched the result of the mental rotation. In
Screen 4, participants were given feedback about their response.

motor network was to perform a cross-classification analysis comparing the fMRI data from mental rotation and
manual rotation trials to assess whether information
processing in the motor network during mental rotation
Schlegel et al.
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on imagined mental representations, we additionally
investigated the relationship between information processing in the motor network during mental rotations and during corresponding physical hand (“manual”) rotations.
In a variation of Shepard and Metzler’s classic paradigm, we recruited 24 right-handed participants for an
initial behavioral session and a subsequent fMRI scanning
session in which they completed a series of trials involving either the mental rotation of 3-D cube assemblages
(Figure 1) or corresponding empty-handed manual rotations. Figure 2C provides a visual schematic of the experimental trial design. In each mental rotation trial,
participants mentally rotated a presented stimulus figure
by 90° in one of four rotation directions (Figure 2A, B).
Two of these rotations occurred along the x axis (called
“forward” and “backward” rotations), and two of these
rotations occurred along the z axis (called “left” and
“right” rotations). Thus, these four rotations shared the
hierarchical relationship shown in Figure 2B, such that
rotations in a particular direction were most similar to other
rotations along the same direction, moderately similar to
rotations along the same axis but in the opposite direction,
and least similar to rotations along a different axis.
In manual rotation trials, participants merely rotated
their empty right hand in analogous directions. Because
of the hierarchical relationship among the rotation directions, we could use multivariate decoding methods to evaluate whether rotation-specific information processing in a
set of cortical and subcortical ROIs matched the informational structure of the rotation operations themselves, thus
providing a strong test of the functional role of each ROI in
the network during mental rotation. We additionally used a
newly developed ROI cross-classification analysis to evaluate whether the information carried by each network node
was shared among all nodes (Schlegel et al., 2016), as
would be expected if information processing in the mental
workspace is fundamentally distributed.
We used two strategies to evaluate the hypothesis that
the motor network’s role in mental rotation is related to its
function during physical motor actions. First, we used a
two-group training design similar to that used by Kosslyn
and colleagues (2001) to evaluate whether the neural similarity of mental and manual rotations could be manipulated. In an initial behavioral session, participants were
randomly assigned to one of two training groups without
their knowledge and subsequently completed 100 training
trials. Interleaved on half of the training session trials, participants in the first “nonmotoric” training group were
shown an animation of the stimulus figure being rotated;
in the subsequent fMRI session they were told to “imagine
the mental rotations as an internal movie playing in your
head.” Instead of the animations, participants in the second “motoric” training group were provided with physical
wooden replicas of the stimulus figures that they could rotate manually; in the fMRI session, they were told to “imagine rotating your mental image as you did the physical
model.” Our second strategy to evaluate the role of the

trials resembles information processing during analogous
manual rotation trials.

METHODS
Participants

Task
During each trial, participants performed one of four mental rotations on one of eight figures derived from Shepard
and Metzler’s (1971) original stimulus set (Figure 1). All
rotations were 90°; two rotations were along the x axis
(called “forward” and “backward” rotations), and two rotations were along the z axis (called “left” and “right” rotations; see Figure 2A). Each trial lasted 12 sec and consisted
of three phases: the task prompt and operation phase
(8 sec), the test phase (2 sec), and the feedback phase
(2 sec). Figure 2C presents a visual schematic of the following trial description: At the beginning of the prompt/
operation phase, a randomly chosen figure from the stimulus set, 8° of visual angle in size, was shown centrally. The
figure was shown either as depicted in Figure 1 or flipped
across the y axis, and additionally either unrotated or rotated 180° along either the x or z axes. Superimposed on
this figure in partially transparent text were two prompts:
above, a randomly permuted sequence of the letters L, R,
F, and B, and below, an integer from 1 to 4. The integer
indicated the position of the letter in the above sequence
that denoted the mental rotation to carry out on the current trial (e.g., the integer “3” shown below the sequence
“BLFR” would denote the “F” and indicate that the current
trial called for a forward rotation). The trial’s rotation was
indicated in this way to equate the visual stimuli across the
four mental rotation conditions. Had each rotation’s corresponding prompt letter appeared alone on each trial, the
visual stimulus would then have differed systematically
between conditions and created a possible visual confound in the subsequent multivariate classification analyses (described below). One could argue that increased
attention was still directed to the indicated letter and thus
may have led to systematic differences in visual representational processing between conditions. However, our
confusion matrix-based classifier performance measure
(described below) served as a control for this possibility,
as it was sensitive to a particular structure of relationships
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Twenty-four participants (11 women, aged 18–24 years)
with normal or corrected-to-normal vision gave informed written consent according to the guidelines of
the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects at
Dartmouth College before participating. All were righthanded according to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory
(Oldfield, 1971). Participation consisted of two sessions:
one behavioral session in which participants were trained
in the task and a subsequent fMRI scanning session.

between the rotation directions that did not occur between the letter stimuli.
The figure and rotation direction stimuli remained on
screen for 6 sec and were replaced by a blank screen for
2 sec. The participant was instructed to perform the indicated mental rotation on the presented figure and to construct as vivid a mental image of the output as possible
during this 8-sec period. Additionally, a red fixation dot
appeared centrally during this phase of the trial. The fixation dot blinked blue on average once every 2 sec, and
the participant was instructed to press the “up” button on
a four-button box held in the right hand whenever this
color change occurred. This fixation task was used to ensure that participants were (a) awake and attending to
the fixation point and (b) not moving their hand to
mimic the mental rotation being performed.
After the prompt/operation phase, a test figure appeared on the screen for 2 sec. On half of trials, the test
figure was the initial prompt figure as it would appear
after having undergone the indicated rotation (“correct”
figure); on the other half of trials, the test figure was a
y-axis-flipped version of the initial prompt figure that had
undergone the same rotation (“mirror image” figure). Participants were instructed to indicate within the 2 sec that
the test figure was present on screen whether it was the
correct figure (“left” button) or the mirror image figure
(“right” button).
Finally, a feedback screen indicated whether the participant made the correct response and, during the fMRI
session, the current reimbursement amount. As an incentive to attend carefully during the approximately 1.5-hr
fMRI session, participants gained $0.125 for each correct
response and lost $0.625 for each incorrect response,
with a baseline, minimum reimbursement of $20 and a
maximum of $40.
Each 5-min 28-sec run of the fMRI session consisted of
16 trials (four trials of each rotation type in counterbalanced order), with 8 sec of rest occurring between
each trial. The fMRI session consisted of 10 runs of mental rotation trials followed by three runs of analogous
hand rotation trials, in which physical rotations of the
empty right hand were performed instead of mental rotations. Hand rotation trials matched the design of the
mental rotation trials except that no figures were shown,
no fixation task or test response was required, and participants merely rotated their right hand continuously according to the prompt until the word “Stop” appeared
at the time at which the feedback screen appeared during mental rotation trials. Before the hand rotation runs,
videos were shown to the participant to demonstrate
proper hand rotations in each of the four directions.
Hand rotations resembled the motor actions that would
be performed if a physical object was rotated in the same
manner as the mentally rotated figures. Even though left
and right rotations and forward and backward rotations,
respectively, involved back and forth hand rotations
along the same axis, instructions and the videos made

clear that more emphasis was to be placed on motion in
the indicated direction (e.g., more emphasis on the forward phase of rotation during forward rotation trials).
Participants were not told about the hand rotation runs
until they occurred to avoid biasing participants to imagine their hands playing any role during preceding mental
rotation runs.

During the initial behavioral session, participants were instructed in the task and completed 100 practice trials.
The prompt/operation phase of practice trials was selfpaced: Participants viewed the prompt stimulus for as
long as desired and indicated with a key press when they
were ready for the test phase. In half of the practice trials,
the prompt stimulus was accompanied by a guide to
assist participants in performing the mental rotation,
and in the other half of the trials, the prompt occurred
without a guide. Guide and no-guide trials were interleaved. Without their knowledge, participants were divided randomly into two training groups (12 participants
in each group). In the nonmotoric training group, the
guide was a looping animation shown below the prompt
stimulus that depicted the figure undergoing the indicated
rotation. In the motoric training group, the guide was a
physical, wooden model that matched the prompted
figure and that participants held and rotated manually.
MRI Acquisition
MRI data were collected using a 3.0-T Philips Achieva
Intera (Andover, MA) scanner with a 32-channel sense
head coil located at the Dartmouth Brain Imaging Center.
One T1-weighted structural image was collected using a
magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient-echo
sequence (8.176 msec repetition time [TR]; 3.72 msec
echo time; 8° flip angle; 240 × 220 mm field of view;
188 sagittal slices; 0.9375 × 0.9375 × 1 mm voxel size;
3.12 min acquisition time). T2*-weighted gradient EPI
scans were used to acquire functional images covering
the whole brain (2000 msec TR, 20 msec echo time; 90° flip
angle, 240 × 240 mm field of view; 3 × 3 × 3.5 mm voxel
size; 0 mm slice gap; 35 slices).
MRI Data Preprocessing
High-resolution anatomical images were processed using
the FreeSurfer image analysis suite (Dale, Fischl, & Sereno,
1999). fMRI data were motion and slice-time corrected,
temporally high pass filtered with a 100-sec cutoff, and
spatially smoothed with a 6-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel,
all using FSL (Smith et al., 2004). Data from each run were
concatenated temporally for each participant after aligning each run using FSL’s FLIRT tool and demeaning each
voxel’s time course. For the ROI classification (described
below), data were prewhitened for each ROI separately

ROI Classification
For each of the 13 ROIs, we used PyMVPA (Hanke et al.,
2009) to perform a spatiotemporal multivariate classification analysis between the four mental rotation directions.
Five of these ROIs (lateral occipital cortex, posterior parietal cortex, precuneus, dorsolateral pFC, and FEFs),
along with three additional ROIs used in a control classification analysis (medial-temporal lobe, medial pFC, and
thalamus) were functionally defined, bilateral masks in
Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space that were
then transformed into each participant’s native functional
space. In a previous study, these five ROIs were defined
by their greater recruitment during tasks involving the
mental manipulation of visual imagery over simple maintenance of visual imagery (Schlegel et al., 2013). Additionally, these ROIs, along with an occipital (OCC) ROI
that was defined anatomically for each participant, supported information about specific manipulations of visual
imagery. The OCC ROI was defined in each participant’s
native anatomical space using the following labels from
FreeSurfer’s cortical parcellation: inferior occipital gyrus
and sulcus, middle occipital gyrus and sulci, superior
occipital gyrus, cuneus, occipital pole, superior occipital
and transverse occipital sulci, and anterior occipital sulcus (all bilateral). The remaining seven motor network
ROIs were defined anatomically using the following FreeSurfer labels (again all bilateral): cerebellar cortex, primary
somatosensory cortex (postcentral gyrus), primary motor
cortex (precentral gyrus, central sulcus, precentral sulcus
[inferior and superior parts]), dorsal premotor cortex
(posterior third of the middle frontal gyrus, lateral half
of the posterior third of the superior frontal sulcus), ventral premotor cortex (inferior frontal sulcus, opercular
part of the inferior frontal gyrus), SMA (posterior third
of the superior frontal gyrus, medial half of the posterior
third of the superior frontal sulcus), pre-SMA (middle
third [in the posterior-anterior direction] of the superior
frontal gyrus). In a postprocessing step for each participant, voxels that were initially shared between multiple
ROIs were assigned to only one ROI using the following,
descending order of precedence: ventral premotor cortex, dorsal premotor cortex, SMA, pre-SMA, primary motor cortex, primary somatosensory cortex, cerebellar
cortex, dorsolateral pFC, FEF, posterior parietal cortex,
precuneus, lateral occipital cortex, OCC. The ROIs shown
in Figure 3A, B were created as described above but using
the MNI template brain for visualization.
For the spatiotemporal multivariate classification, we
used a linear support vector machine classifier and
leave-one-trial-out cross validation. Because we only considered correct-response trials, a nonuniform number of
Schlegel et al.
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Training

using FSL’s MELODIC tool (i.e., principal components
were extracted using MELODIC’s default dimensionality
estimation method with a minimum of 10 components
per ROI).

trials existed for each condition and participant (35.4 trials per condition on average; see Table S1 for details).
Even though these differences were small, we ensured
that they could not affect the classification results by including a target balancing step in our cross-validation
procedure. In this step, each classification fold was performed 10 times using random, balanced samples of the
training data, and the results for that fold were averaged
across the 10 bootstrapped folds. For each classification,
we used the spatiotemporal pattern of prewhitened
BOLD signal data from the first 5 TRs of each correct response trial, shifted by 1 TR to account for the hemodynamic response function delay inherent in fMRI data. We
shifted by only 1 TR to include as much trial data as possible. Prewhitening reduced each ROI’s voxel-based pattern to an average of 72.3 data features (SEM = 3.69).
Thus, each classification used spatiotemporal patterns
of, on average, 361 dimensions (SEM = 18.5). Each feature dimension was z-scored by run before classification
1144
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to reduce between-run differences in signal that may
have occurred due to scanner or physiological noise.
The result of each cross-validation was a 4 × 4 confusion matrix that represented a summary record of the
classifier’s predicted labels relative to the true target
labels across all cross-validation folds. A perfect classifier
would yield a confusion matrix with nonzero values only
along the diagonal, because cells along the diagonal represent instances in which the target and predicted labels
were the same. However, because we used mental rotations that shared a specific hierarchical similarity relationship (see Figure 2B), we expected the classifier to make a
specific pattern of confusions among the brain activity
patterns in ROIs that were involved in carrying out those
mental rotations. For example, we expected that the classifier would confuse a left rotation with a right rotation
(both along the z axis) more often than it would confuse
a left rotation (z axis) with a forward rotation (x axis), but
only if the information processing underlying the brain
Volume 28, Number 8
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Figure 3. ROI multivariate
classification results. (A) Seven
bilateral motor network ROIs
used in the analyses are shown
on an MNI template brain.
CERE = cerebellar cortex;
PS = primary somatosensory
cortex; PM = primary motor
cortex; preMd = dorsal
premotor cortex; preMv =
ventral premotor cortex. (B) Six
bilateral ROIs found in previous
studies (Schlegel et al., 2013,
2016) to mediate processing in
the mental workspace and used
in the analyses here. OCC =
occipital cortex; LOC = lateral
occipital cortex; PCU =
precuneus; PPC = posterior
parietal cortex; DLPFC =
dorsolateral pFC. (C) Results of
four-way classification analyses
in each ROI. Correlations
between resulting confusion
matrices and the similarity
structure in Figure 2B are
Fisher’s Z-transformed. Error
bars are jackknife-corrected
standard errors of the mean
(see Methods). Asterisks
indicate significance in a
one-tailed jackknife t test
comparing Fisher’s
Z-transformed correlations to
zero across subjects (*p ≤ .05;
***p ≤ .001; *(n)p ≤ 1 × 10−n).
Results are FDR-corrected for
multiple comparisons across
the 13 ROIs.

ROI Cross-classification Analysis
To assess whether information about mental rotations
was shared in a common format between areas, we performed a cross-classification analysis in which a classifier
was trained on data from one ROI and tested on data
from a second ROI (see Schlegel et al., 2016).
A technical challenge to cross-classifying between ROIs
is that each ROI exists initially as an incompatible voxelbased feature space (i.e., each ROI consists of a different
number of voxels [feature dimensions], and there is no
meaningful mapping between the voxels of each ROI).

Thus, cross-classification between two ROIs first requires
that their data be transformed into a common feature
space. To do this, we first used FSL’s MELODIC tool to
transform each ROI’s data from voxel space to 50 principal component signals using PCA. After this step, each
ROI’s pattern had the same dimensionality, but those
patterns’ features would be unlikely to correspond.
Therefore, for each pair of ROIs, these component signals were matched pairwise as follows to maximize the
total similarity between component signals: First, the correlation distance (1 − |r|) between each pair of components was calculated, yielding a 50 × 50 correlation
distance matrix. Next, the rows and columns of this matrix were reordered using the Hungarian algorithm to
minimize the matrix trace (Kuhn, 1955). The components meeting along the diagonal of this reordered,
trace-minimized matrix defined the pairwise matching.
If two components were matched by this procedure
but were anticorrelated, one component was negated
to produce positively correlated component pairs.
We performed this matching procedure for each fold
of the cross-validation independently, excluding test data
to avoid artificially inflating the similarity between training and testing patterns. Once this procedure was completed, data from the two ROIs shared a common feature
space, that is, the two feature spaces had the same dimensionality and corresponding features in the two
spaces were maximally similar. Cross-classification could
then proceed by training the classifier on data from one
ROI and testing it on data from the other ROI. Each ROI
served both as the training set and as the testing set in
separate cross-validation folds, with confusion matrices averaged between the two folds. Other than the featurespace transformation and difference in training and testing
data sets, the ROI cross-classification was conducted exactly
as described for the ROI classification above.
Mental/Manual Rotation Cross-classification
To assess whether motor involvement in mental rotation
resembled motor activity during physical rotation of the
hands, we performed a cross-classification analysis for
each ROI in which we trained a classifier on data from
the mental rotation trials and tested the classifier on data
from the manual rotation trials and vice versa. Mental rotation trials were given the same labels as the corresponding manual rotation trials (e.g., trials in which
forward mental rotations were carried out were given
the same label as trials in which a forward hand rotation
was prompted). The classification analysis was performed
and evaluated identically to the ROI classification analysis
described above except for the difference between training
and testing datasets. Note that each cross-validation involved only two folds in this analysis (train on mental rotation and test on manual rotation, train on manual rotation
and test on mental rotation), but the same 10-subfold target balancing procedure was used to ensure that training
Schlegel et al.
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activity patterns was related specifically to the mental rotations that were performed. Thus, our measure of classifier performance was the correlation between the
confusion matrix resulting from the cross-validation and
the matrix form of the rotation-direction similarity structure shown in Figure 2B. Note that because we used correlation as our measure, the absolute numerical values of
this model similarity matrix are not important. Only the
pattern of relative magnitudes of values matter for the
correlation calculation, in this case signifying that a trial
involving a particular rotation direction is most highly related to trials with the same rotation, moderately related
to trials with opposite rotation directions along the same
axis, and least related to trials with rotations along a different axis. This confusion matrix correlation measure
has been used successfully in previous studies to probe
the complex structure of information processing in the
mental workspace (Schlegel et al., 2013, 2016). It is additionally more sensitive than classification accuracy because it also takes into account confusions between
conditions that result from the hierarchical relationship
between the rotations.
We used a jackknife procedure to perform randomeffects analyses evaluating the significance of the correlations (Schlegel et al., 2016; Miller, Patterson, & Ulrich,
1998). In the case of noisy estimates such as individual subject confusion matrices, jackknife analyses can provide
cleaner results without biasing statistical significance. In a
jackknifed analysis with N subjects, N grand means of the
data (in this case, confusion matrices) are calculated, each
with one subject left out. The correlation between each of
these grand mean confusion matrices and the model similarity structure was then calculated, and a one-tailed t test
evaluated whether the Fisher’s Z-transformed correlations
were positive (i.e., whether there was a significant correlation between confusion matrices and the model similarity
structure across participants). Because the jackknife procedure reduces the variance between subjects artificially, a
correction must be applied to the t-statistic calculation;
specifically, the sample standard deviation between correlations is multiplied by the square root of (N − 1). This
jackknife method was developed for studying ERP latency
differences but applies generally to estimates which may be
noisy on a single-subject level.

data were balanced. As in the previous analyses, confusion
matrices were averaged across folds.

ROI BOLD Signal Comparison of Training Groups

Whole-brain BOLD Signal Comparison of
Training Groups
In a more exploratory variant of the ROI-based BOLD signal comparison of training groups described above, we
performed a whole-brain gray matter-only BOLD signal
comparison using FSL’s permutation-based randomize
tool with 5000 permutations. The gray matter mask used
to restrict the analysis was derived from FreeSurfer’s gray
matter segmentation of the MNI template brain. The input data to randomize were the correct response betaweight volumes resulting from the first-level GLM analysis
described above (one volume for each participant). The
design matrix supplied to randomize defined a single predictor that differentiated between nonmotoric and motoric
participants. t contrasts were defined for nonmotoric >
motoric and motoric > nonmotoric.

ROI Classification Comparison of Training Groups
To assess whether patterns of mental rotation-related activity differed between the two training groups, we used a
procedure similar to that used in the ROI-based BOLD
signal comparison described above to compare the results of the ROI classification analyses between the
groups. In this case, our inputs to the unpaired t tests
were the classification results for each participant and
ROI, specifically the Fisher’s Z-transformed correlations
between each participant’s confusion matrix resulting
from the four-way classification and the model mental rotation similarity structure.
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Performance accuracy was high during the fMRI session
(mean correct response rate was 88.5% [SEM = 1.02%]
across all participants and conditions), indicating that
participants had little difficulty carrying out the instructed
mental rotations. A one-way ANOVA showed no significant differences in the correct response rate between
conditions [F(3, 92) = 1.33, p = .270], confirming that
the difficulty was well matched between rotation conditions (see Supplemental Table S1 for behavioral results
separated by rotation direction). We additionally found
no significant behavioral differences between the two
training groups [correct response rate for nonmotoric
training group: 86.2% (SEM = 2.87%); for motoric training group: 90.9% (SEM = 1.64%); t(22) = −1.42, p =
.170], and no significant training group-by-condition interaction for correct response rate [F(3, 66) = 2.13, p = .104].

ROI Classification Analysis
We defined 13 ROIs for each subject that we evaluated
for mental rotation-specific information processing using
a multivariate classification analysis (Figure 3A, B). Seven
of these ROIs were anatomically defined regions of the
motor network, and six were previously shown to form
part of a cortex-wide network of regions that mediate
mental workspace processes (Schlegel et al., 2013,
2016; see Methods for details on how each ROI was defined). The classification analysis used a standard crossvalidation procedure (Norman, Polyn, Detre, & Haxby,
2006). Briefly, in each fold of the cross-validation, a linear
support vector machine classifier was initially trained by
presenting it with a set of brain activity patterns derived
from individual correct-response mental rotation trials
along with the directions of the rotations performed on
those trials. In a subsequent testing step, the classifier
was presented with a holdout sample activity pattern
without a rotation-direction label and its ability to correctly label the pattern based on the previous training
step was evaluated. Our measure of classifier performance was the correlation between the confusion matrices resulting from the cross-validation procedure and the
model similarity structure in Figure 2B (see Methods).
We conducted this procedure for each ROI and participant individually and then assessed the information content within each ROI by performing an across-subject
random effects analysis to determine whether a significant correlation existed between that ROI’s confusion matrices and the model rotation-direction similarity structure.
Results of this analysis are presented in Figure 3C, showing
that each of our 13 ROIs supported robust information
processing related to mental rotation (all results are false
discovery rate [FDR]-corrected for multiple comparisons
across the 13 ROIs; see Figure 4 for confusion matrices
for each ROI). This result may seem surprising according
to traditional models of functional localization, because it
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To assess whether the two different training procedures
induced differential brain activity that reflected different
cognitive strategies employed during mental rotation, for
each ROI we conducted a two-tailed unpaired t test
across participants comparing trial-related mean BOLD
activity between the training groups.
We initially used FSL’s FEAT tool to perform a first-level
whole-brain GLM for each participant in which we defined boxcar predictors for correct response and incorrect
response trials. The resulting voxel-wise beta-weights for
the correct response predictor, representing the average
change in BOLD signal in each voxel during correct response mental rotation trials compared with rest, were
then averaged across each ROI. This procedure yielded
a single mean trial-related activity estimate for each participant and ROI. For each ROI, these values were then
partitioned by training group and used to perform a twotailed unpaired t test.

RESULTS

ROI Cross-classification Analysis

indicates that areas as seemingly unrelated to the rotation
directions as occipital cortex and primary somatosensory
cortex carry information about specific mental rotations.
However, this finding is consistent with previous results
suggesting that information processing in the mental workspace is fundamentally distributed in the sense that traditional anatomical boundaries of functionality break down
in these high level mental processes (e.g., Schlegel et al.,
2016). In particular, this analysis establishes robustly that
information processing related directly to mental rotation
occurs throughout the motor network.
To confirm that our results were specific to the 13
mental workspace and motor network ROIs we studied,
we additionally performed ROI classification analyses as
above but on three control ROIs: medial-temporal lobe,
medial pFC, and thalamus. In a previous study of the
mental workspace, these regions showed differences in
activity depending on whether participants manipulated
or simply maintained mental representations, but activity
in these areas was not specific to the type of mental manipulation performed. As expected, none of the classifications in these three control regions were significant
(Supplemental Table S2).

Mental/Manual Rotation Cross-classification
What role does the motor network play in mental rotation? To assess the possibility that the mental workspace
recruits the motor network to simulate mental rotations
as if they were manual rotations of physical objects, we
performed a cross-classification analysis within each
ROI in which we trained a classifier on data from mental
rotation trials and tested it on data from manual rotation
trials and vice versa. A successful cross-classification in a
given ROI would imply that mental and manual rotations
share overlapping neural implementations within that
ROI. Other than the difference in training and testing
data sets and the different number of cross-validation folds
(data in this analysis were partitioned by mental/manual
rotation condition rather than by trial), the classification
analysis was performed and evaluated exactly as in the
ROI classification analysis. Results of the cross-classification
for each ROI are presented in Figure 6 (all results
Schlegel et al.
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Figure 4. Individual mean confusion matrices from the ROI
classification analysis. Compare to model similarity structure in
Figure 2B. Values represent percentage of cross-validation folds
in which each target/prediction combination occurred. Color scaling
for visualization was performed separately for each confusion matrix,
because only relative values matter for the correlation analysis.
Matrix elements are ordered as in Figure 2B, and abbreviations are as
in Figure 3.

We next sought to assess whether the processing of mental rotations is truly distributed across the 13 regions of
this network. An alternative possibility is that each of the
13 regions plays a role in mental rotation, but that processing in each area is functionally isolated as would be
expected in the case of anatomically modular functional
localization. Investigating this question also allowed us to
evaluate whether the motor network plays a separate role
or becomes integrated into the larger mental workspace
network during mental rotation. We used a recently developed ROI cross-classification analysis to assess these
alternatives. In this analysis a classifier is trained on data
from one ROI and tested on data from a different ROI
(Schlegel et al., 2016). A successful cross-classification
would provide evidence that information is shared between the two ROIs. An unsuccessful cross-classification
would leave open the possibility that the two ROIs represent information in a nonoverlapping manner.
We performed this cross-classification analysis for each
ROI pair, with results shown in Figure 5 (all results FDRcorrected across the 78 ROI pairs). Each arc represents a
successful cross-classification, indicating that information
associated with mental rotations is shared between that
pair of ROIs. Connections within the motor or core mental workspace subnetworks are shown in light orange and
light blue, respectively, whereas connections across these
two subnetworks are shown in dark blue. We could successfully cross-classify between most pairs of ROIs, suggesting that information processing related to mental
rotations is shared in a distributed manner across the network. In particular, a robust set of connections exist both
within and between the motor network and other mental
workspace regions, suggesting that the motor network
becomes tightly integrated into the greater mental workspace network during mental rotation.

some of the tested ROIs appear to share overlapping
implementations of mental and manual rotations, whereas
others may support each process in a distinct manner.
Between-group Differences in Mental Rotation

FDR-corrected across the 13 ROIs). Three ROIs showed
significant informational similarity between mental and
manual rotations. One of these ROIs, primary motor cortex, was in the motor network, and two ROIs, posterior
parietal cortex and precuneus, were in the core mental
workspace network. Two additional ROIs showed significant cross-classification results that did not pass multiple
comparisons correction (SMA and dorsolateral pFC). Thus,

Figure 6. Manual/mental
cross-classification results.
Results of four-way classification
analyses in which the classifier
was trained using data from
mental rotation trials and
tested using data from manual
rotation trials, and vice versa.
Correlations between resulting
confusion matrices and
the similarity structure in
Figure 2B are Fisher’s
Z-transformed. Error bars
are jackknife-corrected
standard errors of the mean
(see Methods). Asterisks
indicate significance in a
one-tailed jackknife t test
comparing Fisher’s Z-transformed correlations to zero across subjects (#p ≤ .05 before FDR correct; *p ≤ .05; **p ≤ .01). Results are FDR-corrected
for multiple comparisons across the 13 ROIs. Abbreviations and ordering are the same as in Figure 3.
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Figure 5. ROI cross-classification results. Arcs indicate pairs of
ROIs in which cross-classification was successful, that is, in which a
one-tailed, jackknife t test of Fisher’s Z-transformed correlations
between confusion matrices and the model similarity structure in
Figure 2B was greater than zero across participants. Results are
FDR-corrected across the 78 ROI pairs. Arc thickness scales with
Z-transformed correlation. Connections within the motor network
are colored light orange, those within the core mental workspace
network are colored light blue, and those crossing between the
subnetworks are colored dark blue. Abbreviations are as in Figure 3.

We reported above that the nonmotoric and motoric
training groups did not show significant differences in behavioral performance. However, as Kosslyn et al. (2001)
suggest, participants in different training groups may still
have employed different cognitive strategies that would
lead to differences in information processing when performing mental rotation. We conducted several analyses
to evaluate this possibility.
First, we conducted a univariate analysis similar to that
used by Kosslyn et al. (2001) to assess whether training
induced differences in mental rotation-related brain activity. We initially restricted our analysis to the 13 ROIs from
the previous analyses. For each ROI and participant, we
calculated the mean BOLD signal activity change during
mental rotation trials. For each ROI, we then performed a
two-tailed, unpaired t test to assess whether these mean
mental rotation-related activity levels differed between
the two groups. No ROI showed a significant difference
in activity after FDR correction across the 13 ROIs (see
Supplemental Table S3 for results). We next conducted
an analogous but more exploratory whole-brain analysis
to identify regions of the cortex that showed differences
in activity between the two groups. No voxels were significant in this analysis after FDR correction.
Although we found no univariate differences in brain
activity between the two training groups, our more sensitive multivariate analysis might still show that information processing differed between the groups. To assess
this possibility, we performed two-tailed, unpaired t tests
as above but compared the ROI classification results, the
ROI cross-classification results, and the mental/manual
cross-classification results between the two groups. Each
set of t tests was FDR-corrected independently, and none

of these tests showed significant differences between the
two groups after correction (see Tables S4–S6). Thus, we
failed to replicate the findings of Kosslyn et al. (2001),
because none of our multiple analyses found a behavioral
or neuronal difference between the two groups because
of the training manipulation.

Here we investigated the role of the motor network during mental rotation and its integration into the wider
mental workspace. We found that the motor network
supported robust information processing related directly
to mental rotation and that this processing became dynamically integrated with a distributed, cortex-wide neural network underlying the mental workspace. These
findings support a model of the mental workspace as
consisting of a flexible core network that can dynamically
recruit domain-specific subnetworks for specific functions, much like a general contractor would employ specialists as needed for specific jobs.
Each of the seven motor network ROIs that we tested
carried information about specific mental rotations. This
result held even in primary somatosensory cortex, a region better known for its role in mediating peripheral
sensation. Although perhaps surprising, previous studies
of mental rotation have found increases in activity during
mental rotation in this and several other areas of the cortex (Zacks, 2008). The present results move beyond this
previous work by showing that activity in each of these
regions is specific to the mental rotations that participants performed. Thus, many areas in and beyond the
motor network appear to play a functional role in carrying out mental rotations.
Not only do regions throughout the cerebral and
cerebellar cortex support information specific to mental
rotation, as revealed by our ROI-based multivariate classification analysis, but this information additionally
appears to be shared throughout a widely distributed
network. Our ROI cross-classification analysis found that
many pairs of ROIs in the network that we studied shared
information in the sense that a classifier could use information from one ROI to make a mental rotation-related
prediction based on information from a different ROI.
This information sharing held true both within the motor
network, suggesting that several subregions of the motor
network become tightly integrated during mental rotation, and also between the motor network and a core network of regions underlying the mental workspace. Such
widely distributed information about mental rotations
and the associated dense pattern of information sharing
speak against strict functional or anatomical modularity
among cortical regions. In particular, they suggest that information processing subserving mental rotation entails a
breakdown in the anatomical modularity argued for by traditional models of working memory such as Baddeley’s
(2003) that derive from functional localization methods
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DISCUSSION

which merely measure mean BOLD signal levels in isolation and are insensitive to distributed patterns of information processing.
How could a large and widely dispersed array of neurons implement the kind of distributed information sharing observed in this study? A recent neurophysiology
study by Siegel, Buschman, and Miller (2015) found results compatible with ours in an overlapping set of regions (middle temporal area, visual area 4, inferior
temporal cortex, lateral intraparietal area, pFC, and
FEF) in two monkeys that performed a task involving selective attention to either motion or color and a subsequent choice between one of two saccades. Their
findings suggest that, although task-relevant information
may be generated initially in domain-specific cortical regions (e.g., middle temporal area for motion or pFC for
behavioral choice), information about many task variables soon becomes widely distributed among many regions of the cortex. Along these lines, recent calls have
been made to reenvision the architecture of the brain
as simultaneously supporting both highly distributed,
parallel processing strategies at multiple levels of cognition and modular, serial operations taking place within
highly interconnected networks (Singer, 2013). Our
ROI cross-classification results suggest that a common
representational format may underlie the interregional
communication and coordination that would be required
within such a distributed system.
Our findings are consistent with a model of the mental
workspace that involves a domain general core network
that can recruit other specialized subnetworks (e.g., the
visual cortex or motor network) for specific tasks as
needed. In particular, we found that the motor network
was recruited and tightly integrated into the wider core
mental workspace network during mental rotation. Consistent with the proposal that the motor network’s role is
to simulate rotations of imagined objects as if they existed physically, we found that information processing
in some regions of the network resembled information
processing that occurred during actual physical hand rotations. However, in other regions both within and outside the motor network, we found no similarity between
mental and manual rotations. We also did not find that
training participants to think of mental rotations as simulations of manual manipulations of physical objects had
any effect on subsequent neural activity. The reason for
our nonreplication of the effect reported by Kosslyn et al.
(2001) is unclear. However, this difference in results may
underscore the flexibility of the mental workspace that
could allow different participant groups to implement
the same functions (e.g., mental rotation) using widely
different strategies. In summary, our results suggest that,
although the motor network may contribute specialized
action-related functionality to the mental workspace
during mental rotation, its constituent nodes are also recruited in novel ways for processing that is unique to
purely mental simulations.
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levels of informational organization. These new models
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